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The notion of the radical of a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system is introduced. 
Using this, it is shown that a semisimple Freudenthal-Kantor triple system is 
decomposed into a direct sum of simple ideals. Also this paper defines and charac- 
terizes the structure groups for Freudenthal-Kantor triple systems. 0 1987 Academic 
Press, Inc 
H. Freudenthal investigated the geometry of exceptional simple Lie 
groups and he constructed the exceptional simple Lie algebras of types 
Fe, E,, E,, E, [7]. I. L. Kantor defined a generalized Jordan triple system 
of second order and using this system he constructed Lie algebras including 
all simple Lie algebras [ 141. In [21], K. Yamaguti first introduced an 
algebraic system which is a generalization of the algebraic system due to 
Freudenthal and a slight modification of that of Kantor’s. He called the 
algebraic system a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system. We studied this and 
used it to give a construction of Lie superalgebras [3]. In this article, we 
investigate the radical and the structure groups of a Freudenthal-Kantor 
triple system. 
We shall be concerned with algebras and triple systems which are finite 
dimensional over a field of characteristic different from 2 or 3, unless 
otherwise specified. 
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1 
For E = k 1, triple system U(E) is called a Freudenthal-Kantor triple 
system if 
(Ul) CL(a, b), UC, 41= W(a, b) c, d) -t EL(C, L(b, a) d), 
(U2) K(K(a, b) c, d) - L(d, c) K(u, b) + &K(U, b) L(c, d) = 0, 
where L(a, b) c= (abc) and K(u, b) c= (ucb) - (bca). 
In a Freudenthal-Kantor system U(E), we have the following relations 
[Is(a, b), L(c, 41= US(a, b) c, 4 + UC, S(a, b) 4, (1.1) 
CAta, b), UC, 41= U4a, b) c, 4 - L(c, A(a, b) 4, (1.2) 
where S(a, b) = L(u, 6) -t &L(b, a) and A(u, b) = L(u, b) - &L(b, a). 
The relations (1.1) and (1.2) imply that S(u, b) and A(u, 6) are a 
derivation and an anti-derivation of U(E), respectively. 
Let C be an endomorphism of a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(e). 
It is said that C satisfies the condition (K) if the following identities are 
satisfied: 
(Kl) K(Ca, b)-L(b, a) C+&CL(u, b)=O, 
(K2) ECK(U, b) + L(Cu, b) - L(Cb, a) = 0, 
(K3) K(u, b) C+L(u, Cb)-L(b, Cu)=O 
for a, b E U(E). 
For a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E), put T(E) = U(e)@ U(E), 
U(r) being a copy of U(E). An element of T(E) is denoted as 
u@b or 
U 0 b ’ 
In the latter case, endomorphisms of T(F) are denoted by 2 x 2 matrices. 
Let D*(E) be the set of endomorphisms 
(D+B) c 
-&A (D-B) (1.3) 
of the vector space T(E), where D and B are a derivation and an anti- 
derivation of U(E), respectively, and C, A are endomorphisms of U(E) 
satisfying the condition (K). Then we have the following result: 
PROPOSITION 1.1 [3]. The vector space D*(E) is a Lie algebra with 
respect o the anti-commutative product [ -, - ] us endomorphisms. 
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An element of a vector space L*(E) := D*(E) 0 T(E) is expressed as 
(D-tB) c a 
-&A (D-B) @ b ’ ) 0 (1.4) 
We define an anti-commutative product [ -, -1 in the vector space L*(E) 
by 
(1.5) 
where a,, D2 E D*(E), a, b, E U(E). 
THEOREM 1.2 [3]. The vector space L*(E)=D*(E)@ T(s) becomes a 
Lie algebra with respect o the bilinear product defined by (1.5). 
Now we put 
LikJ.z) = the set of all 
L* I(E) = U(E) 0 (O), 
L:(E) = the set of all 
D+B 
0 D” B in L*(E), > 
L:(s)=thesetofall(-oA i)inL*(E). 
Then we have 
L*(E) = L*,(E)@ L%i(E) @ L;(E) @ L:(E) @ L;(E) 
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and 
By this construction, we can obtain all Lie algebras constructed from 
Jordan triple systems in [ 1 S] and J-ternary algebras in [ 1, 91. 
The subspace T(E) of the Lie algebra L*(E) is closed under the trilinear 
triple Lie product 
Cl1 fZf31 := CIIt1, t21, t31 
for tie T(E), hence T(E) is a Lie triple system with respect o this product in 
L*(E). The Lie triple product is explicitly 
L(a, d) - UC, b) K(a, c) e = 
- &K(b, d) Q-q4 a) - L(h c)) )c) . 
(1.6) 
The Lie triple system T(E) defined above is called the Lie triple system 
associated with a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E). 
The standard imbedding Lie algebra 
L(E) = mq&), VE))O T(E) 
of T(E), where D(T(a), T(E)) is the Lie algebra of inner derivations of T(E), 
is an ideal of the Lie algebra L*(E). An element of the Lie algebra L(E) is 
expressed as a linear combination of 
( 
Ua, b) WC, 4 
- EK(e, f) EL(b, a) ) 0 
0;. (1.7) 
In the case of the standard imbedding Lie algebra L(E), we have 
L(E)=L-z(E)OL-I(E)OLO(E)OL~(E)OLZ(E), 
where 
L _?(E) = the linear span of all K(: “‘) in L(s), 
L-l(E)= U(E)@(O) 
Lo(c) = the linear span of all ua, b) 0 o 
EL(b, a) > 
in L(E), 
= Inn S( U(E)) (cf. Sect. 4) 
L,(e) = (0) 0 U(E). 
L*(c) = the linear span of all 0 0 
-&K(e, f) 0 
in L(E). 
4R1’110’1.8 
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2 
In this section we consider the radical and semisimplicity of a 
Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E). 
Let A i and A, be ideals of U(E). We put A, = U(E) and define 
where S3 is symmetric group of degree 3. 
Remember that an ideal of the triple system U is a subspace A of U 
satisfying (AUU) CA, (UAU)cA, and (UUA)cA. In case of a Lie 
triple system it is enough to require [A UU] c A. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf U(E) is a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system and A,, A, 
are ideals of U(E), then A, * A2 is an ideal of U(E). 
ProoJ: Let i = x( 1 ), j = n(2), k = 743) and xi. E A, for i = i, j, k. Then by 
(Ul), we have ~Y~~x,~,x,~~=~~Yzx,~~,x,~+~~x,~zYx,~x,~+ 
(x,x,( yzxk)) for every y, ZE U(E), hence (U(E) U(c)(A, * A,)) c 
A,*A,. Furthermore we have ( (xix,xR) yz) = (x,x,(xR yz)) - 
E(.x~(x,x, y) z) - (xk y(x,x,z)). The first summand on the right-hand 
side obviously is in Al * A2 and also the other two summands, if k is not 
three. According to (U2), we have 
((X,X,%) YZ> 
= (ZYY(X,X,X,) > + +x,(x, YX,) > - &(X,ZY > Xk > 
+ (Cxkxjxr) Yz)-<zY(xkx,x,)) 
- (ZX,(XkYX,>> -+-d&(xjzY) x,>- 
Now if k = 3, then i # 3 and j# 3. Therefore using (Ul), we see that the 
right-hand side is in A, * A,. Hence ((A, * A2) U(E) U(E)) CA, * A,. 
Finally, we consider 
If k # 3, then the right-hand side is A, * A,. When k= 3, from 
(U(c) U(&)(A1 * A2)) and ((A, * A2) U(E) U(E)) c (A, *A,), the second 
and third summands on the right-hand side are in A, * A,. Hence 
(Y<-v,x,> z> EAT * A,> that is, (U(s)(A, * A*) U(E)) c A, * A,. This 
completes the proof. 
For every ideal A of U(F), we define ideals A<“> (n 3 0) by 
A<“> :=A<“-‘>*A<“-‘> 3 A<O> := A. Q-2) 
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An ideal A of a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E) is called 
L-solvable if there exists a positive integer n such that A<“> = (0). 
LEMMA 2.2. If A,, A, are L-solvable ideals of U(e), then A, + A, is an 
L-solvable ideal of U(E). 
ProoJ We can show by induction that 
(A, + AZ)@> c A ,<k)+AZ<k>fAlnA,. 
Since this result is trivial, the Lemma follows. 
Since a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system is a finite-dimensional vector 
space in this paper, this implies that there is a unique maximal L-solvable 
ideal, called the radical of U(E), which contains all other L-solvable ideals 
of U(E). We denote it by R(U(a)). 
A Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(e) is called semisimple if 
R( U(E)) = (0) and U(E) # (0). 
THEOREM 2.3. If a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(e) is not 
L-solvable, U(&)/R( U(E)) is semisimple. 
Proof. If A is an L-solvable ideal in U(&)/R( U(E)), then ACk) c R( U(E)). 
Hence A is contained in R( U(E)) and consequently A = (0), which shows 
that R( U(&)/R( U(E))) = (0). This completes the proof. 
Here we make a remark about the radical R(T) of a Lie triple system T. 
If A is an ideal of a Lie triple system T, then A<l) = A * A = [AAT] + 
[ATA] + [ TAA] reduces to [ATA] from the definition of Lie tripie system. 
The radical R(T) coincides with the radical defined by the usual method 
(cf. [16]). 
We proceed to compare the radical of a Freudenthal-Kantor triple 
system U(E) with that of the Lie triple system T(a) associated with it (cf. 
Sect. 1). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E), the Lie 
triple system T(E) associated with U(E), and the standard imbedding Lie 
algebra L(s), we have 
(4 NW) = TtWW)), 
tb) RtT(&)) = W(E)) n T(E), 
(cl NUE))=WT(E)L R(T(E)))OR(T(E)L 
where R(T(&)) is the radical of T(E), R(L(&)) is the radical of L(E), and 
T(R( U(E))) is the Lie triple system associated with R( U(E)). 
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ProoJ (a) First we show that for every ideal V(E) of the Freudenthal- 
Kantor triple system U(E) and n E N, the following equality holds, 
T( V(E))<“) = T( V(E)<“>), (*) 
where T( V(s)) (resp. T( V(E)<“>)) is the Lie triple system associated with 
the Freudenthal-Kantor triple system V(E) (resp. V(E)<“>). We begin by 
showing that the inclusion T( V(s)<‘)) c T( V(E))<‘>. From the definition of 
the Lie triple system associated with a Freudenthal-Kantor system, we 
have 
and 
Hence we obtain the following relation by using the identities [xyz] = 
- [vxz] and [xyz] + [JJZX] + [ZXJJ] = 0 of a Lie triple system: 
As this calculation is straightforward, we omit it. Therefore r( V(E)<‘>) c
nV(E)) . (I> On the other hand, we have 
T( V(E))<‘) 
=[( ;;:i)(Ei:l( ;:I;)] 
(V(E) UC&) V&l) + <U(E) V&l V(E)) + (V(E) V(E) U(E)) c 
(U(E) V(E) V(E)) + <V(E) U(E) V(E)) + <V(E) V(E) U(E)) 
V(&)<l> 
= V(E)<” ( > 
= T( V(&)(‘>). 
Therefore T( V(E))<‘> c T( V(E)<‘)). Hence we obtain 
T( V(&))(l) = T( V(E)<‘)). 
The rest follows by a simple induction argument and we omit it. 
Since R( U(E)) is an L-solvable ideal of U(E), T(R( U(E))) is an L-solvable 
ideal of T(E), hence T(R( U(E))) c R(T(s)). T(E) has an automorphism G,, 
such that (;) -+“O (-“,,) for a, b E U(E) and 0: = -E Id. The o,-invariant 
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ideals of T(F) are precisely of the form (2) with a suitable ideal A of U(E). 
Conversely, since the radical of T(E), that is, &T(E)), is o,-invariant, 
R( T(E)) is of the form (i) with a suitable ideal A of U(E). Therefore R( T(E)) 
L-solvabIe forces A are L-solvable, so A c R( U(E)) and 
Hence we obtain T(R( U(E))) = R( T(E)). This completes the proof of (a), 
(b) and (c) These are easily shown by (a) and Theorem 7 of 
Section VI in [19]. 
THEOREM 2.5. For a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(F), the Lie 
triple system T(E) associated with U(E), and the standard imbedding Lie 
algebra L(F), the following statements are equivalent. 
(a) U(E) is semisimple, 
(b) T(E) is semisimple, 
(c) L(E) is semisimple. 
3 
In [22], K. Yamaguti has defined a bilinear form y(a, b) of a 
Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E) by 
y(a, b) := $Tr[2(R(a, b) - &R(b, a)) + &L(a, b)- L(b, a)], (3.1) 
where L(a, b) c= (abc) and R(a, b) c= (cab). Also, the Killing form 
a(t, s) of a Lie triple system is given as (cf. [19,20]) 
a(t, s) := $Tr[R(t, s) + R(s, t)]. (3.21 
The correspondence between the bilinear form of a Freudenthal-Kantor 
triple system U(E) and the Killing form of the Lie triple system T(E) 
associated with it is given by 
PROPOSITION 3.1 [22]. Let U(E) be a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system 
and T(E) be the Lie triple system associated with U(E). Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(a) The bilinear form y is non-degenerate. 
(b) The Killing form a is non-degenerate. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2 [19]. For a Lie triple system T(E) associated with a 
Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E) over a field of characteristic 0, T(E) is 
semisimple tf and only tf CI is non-degenerate. 
From Theorem 2.5 and Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 above, we obtain the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.3. A Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E) over a field of 
characteristic 0 is semisimple tf and only if the bilinear form y is non- 
degenerate. 
LEMMA 3.4. For the bilinear form y of a Freudenthal-Kantor triple 
system U(E), we have 
(1) Yk (Yxw))+EY((xYz), w)=O, 
(2) Yk <Yzw))+v(<~~U','), y)=O 
for all x, y, z, w E U(E). Jf y is non-degenerate, this implies 
(1) L(x, Y)* = -ay, -r), 
(2) Rjz, w)* = - ER(W, z) 
f or * the adjoint relative to y. 
Proof (1) We have the following identity in a Freudenthal-Kantor 
triple system: 
Then 
CL(x, Y 1, w WI1 = -wk y) =, M’) + az, L( y, x) w) 
CL(y, xl, Nz, ~11 = WL(x, y) z, w) + R(z, L(Y, x) WI. 
Tr L(L(x, y) z, w$) = -E Tr L(z, L( y, x) w) 
and 
Tr R(L(x, y) z, w) = - F Tr R(z, L( y, x) w). 
This completes the propf of (1). 
(2) Using Eq. (3.3), we have 
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By properties of the Killing form of a Lie triple system, 
Hence y(b,, (a, b,a,)) + sy( (b,a,b,), a,) = 0. This completes the proof. 
A Freudenthal-Kantor triple system is simple if it has no non-zero 
proper ideal and (U(E) U(E) U(E)) # (0). 
THEOREM 3.5. A semisimple Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E) over 
a,field of characteristic 0 is decomposed into a direct sum of simple ideals of 
U(E). 
Proof. Let A, be a minimal ideal ( #O) of U(F). Lemma 3.4 shows 
that A: = {x E U(s)1 y(x, A,) =0} is an ideal of U(E), that is, (1) 
shows (U(E) U(E) A:) c A:, (2) shows (A: U(E) U(E)) c A:, and both 
show (u/f~)A: u(~))cA: since Y(<U(E)A: V&l)> A,)= 
-EY(U(E),(A:U(E)A~))=E~~((U(E)A,U(E)),A:)=O.S~~~~A,~A:~~ 
anidealinIJ(&),wegetA,nA:=A,orA,nA:=(O),bychoiceofA,.In 
the former case A r c A: so ?(A,, A,)=O, then O=y((xyz), w)= 
- sy(z, (yxw)) for all x, z E U(E), y, w E A, by (1). Since y is non- 
degenerate, (yxw) =0 and (A, U(E) A,) = (0). Similarly, (A,A, U(E)) = 
(WE)A~A,)=(O), so A $‘) = A I * A, = (0). But this contradicts the 
semisimplicity of U(E). Hence A, n Ai = (0) and U(E)= A, @Af. Also 
since the assumptions of Theorem 3.5 are true in A+, the proof is com- 
pleted by an induction argument on the dimension of U(E). This completes 
the proof. 
4 
Let U(E) be a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system. An endomorphism A of 
U(E) is invertible if and only if A: U(E) -+ U(E) is a bijection. The group of 
invertible elements of End U(E) is denoted by GL(U(s)), the general linear 
group of U(E). An automorphism B of the Freudenthal-Kantor system 
U(E) is supposed to be an element of GL(U(s)) satisfying B(abc) = 
(BaBbBc) for all a, b, c E U(E). The set Aut U(E) of all automorphisms of 
U(E) form a subgroup of GL( U(E)), which we call to automorphism group 
of U(F). 
The structure group of U(F) is 
{h g?)EGL(U(&))xGL(U(&))l g,(abc) 
= (glag2bglc) and g,(abc) 
= (g,ag, bg,c) for all a, b, c E U(E)}. (4.1) 
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EXAMPLE. (1) (gl, gi) E H( U(E)) for all g, E Aut U(E). In particular, 
(Id, Id) E H( U(E)). 
(2) (g,, g2) E H( U(E)) * (ccg,, a-‘g,) E H( U(8)) for any non-zero 
element c( E K(ground field). 
PROPOSITION 4.1 [3]. For a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E) and 
the Lie Triple system T(E) associated with U(E), the following are equivalent: 
(1) kl, 82)EIi(UE))> 
(2) the endomorphism z = ($ ,“,) of T(E) is an automorphism of T(E). 
Proof. ( 1) * (2) This is proved by straighforward calculations. 
(2) * (1) From the relation 
we have g,(abc)= (g,ag,bg,c). Similarly we have g,(abc)= 
(g,ag, bg,c). This completes the proof. 
Let 
If kl, g2) E ff(U(&)) then 
is an automorphism of T(E). Thus we put 
In particular, 
if g, = g, = Id (cf. the automorphism CJ,, of Section 2). 
Let (gi, g,)EH(U(E)), then we have 
y(g,a, glb) = da, b), 
where y is the bilinear form of a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E) 
defined in Section 3. Hence we obtain 
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where a is the Killing form of the triple system T(E) defined in Section 3. In 
particularly, for a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E), if g, = g, = Id, 
then we have 
where 
Remarks. We note that this concept of the Killing form corresponds 
to a Hermitian structure with CJ~ = -E Id in the Riemannian structure of 
differential geometry. 
The structure algebra of U(E) is 
S(U(E)l= 
{(T,, T,)EEnd U(s)xEnd U(E)/ T,(abc) 
= (T,ahc) + (aT,hc) + (abT,c) and T,(abc) 
= (T?abc) + (aT,bc) + (abT,c) for all a, b, CE U(E)}. (4.2) 
EXAMPLE. (1) (D + B, D-B) ES(U(E)) for all D ~Der U(E) and for 
all BE Anti-Der U(E). In particular, (Id, -Id) E S( U(E)). Also, 
(D, D)ES(U(E)) for all DED~~ U(E). 
(2) Ma, b), EL(b, a)) E St U(E)). 
Let E := End U(E)@ End U(E) (the ordinary direct sum of associative 
algebras with componentwise multiplication). Let EP be the associated Lie 
algebra in which the product is given by 
[(A, B), (A’, BYI = ([IA, -4’1, CB, WI. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 4.2. The structure algebra S( U(E)) is a Lie subalgebra of Ep = 
(End U(F)@ End U(F))-. 
From the results of Section 1, since endomorphisms of a Lie triple system 
T(E) = U(E) @ U(E) associated with a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system 
U(E) are represented by 2 x 2 matrices, we may associate an element 
(T, , T2) of the structure algebra S( U(E)) with an endomorphism (2 :z) of 
T(F). Furthermore, we have 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. For a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E), the 
structure algebra S( U(E)) is a Lie subalgebra of the derivation algebra 
Der( T(E)) of the Lie triple system T(E). 
ProoJ Since we denote an element (T,, T2) of the structure algebra 
S(U(E)) by (3 :x), then it suffices to show 
where 
[ (t)($$) j = ( L(a$;:; ‘) r(L(d,::‘,‘,b, c)))(;)’ 
This is verified using the following relations, which follow from the 
assumption that (T, , T2) E S( U(E)). 
(T,) T,L(a,b)=L(T,a,b)+L(a,T,b)+L(a,b)T, and 
( T2) T, L(a, b) = L( T,a, b) + L(a, T, b) + L(a, b) T2 for all a, b E U(E). 
This completes the proof. 
We remark that S(U(&)) actually equals L:(E) with the identification 
mentioned prior to Proposition 4.3. 
The structure algebra S(U(&)) has an automorphism GO such that 
(D+B,D-B)L(D-B,D+B). 
As we identify an element (D + B, D - B) of the structure algebra S( U(E)) 
with (“i” D’)B), this automorphism C,, is the map 
(-:ld 6”)(D;B D”,)(-8Id 6”)-’ 
induced by the automorphism 
go= ( -yId b”) of T(E). 
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PROPQSITION 4.4. The fixed point set S(U(E))“~ of the structure algebra 
of a Freudenthal-Kantor system U(r) is isomorphic to the derivation algebra 
Der U(e) by the map sending DE Der U(E) into (D, D) E S( U(E)). 
The ideal of S( U(E)) spanned by the (L(a, b); .zL(b, a)) is called the inner 
structure algebra of U(E). We denote it by Inn S( U(E)). Also, the spanning 
elements can be written as 
i 
U&b) 0 
0 &L(h, a) 1 . 
PROPOSITION 4.5. For a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system U(E), 
Inn S( U(s)) is stable under the uction of structure group H( U(e)). 
Proqf If we suppose (g, , gz) E H( U(E)), the endomorphism 
of the Lie triple system T(F) is an automorphism of T(E) by 
Proposition 4.1. Hence we have 
3 
.i 
40, b) 0 
0 EL(b, a) > 
=c 
Egg, Ub, a) s; ’ 0 
0 g,L(a, b) g,’ > 
=i 
&Ug, b> g,a) 0 
0 Ug,4 g,b) . 
Thus this proposition is proved. 
We recall the notion of the ring of dual numbers K[p] = K@ Kp being 
the direct sum of K and Kp, where K is a field of characteristic different 
from 2 or 3 and $ = 0. 
If V is a triple system over K, then the elements of the scalar extension 
V Krp7 can be written in a unique way as a + bp for all a, b f V. An element 
A + BP E (End Vhll for A, BE End V acts on VKckl, via 
(A + B,u)(a + by) := Aa + (Ab + Ba) 1-1 
as a K[p]-linear map. Hence any element of (End V)KCpl can be identified 
with an endomorphism of VKcF1. Using this identification we obtain 
(End VL+, c End 6~ 
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Hence if U(E) is a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system over a field K, by 
straightforward calculations, Undo, becomes a Freudenthal-Kantor 
triple system over the dual numbers K[p]. In this case, one can define a 
structure group of U(E),~~, as in the case of the Freudenthal-Kantor triple 
system U(E). Then we have 
THEOREM 4.6. Let U(E) be a Freudenthal-Kantor triple system over K 
and K[p] be the dual number over K. Then (T,, T2) E S( U(E)) is equivalent 
to 
(Id + TIP, Id + TIP) E fW(4~d 
Proof. Suppose (T,, T2) E S( U(E)) and we put 
W= Id + Tip E End U(E),[-,, 
I’= Id + T2p E End U(E),~~,. 
Clearly W is invertible and W- ’ = Id - T1 1( holds. Similarly, V is invertible 
and V- ’ = Id - Tz,u holds. Then we have 
W(abc) = (Id + T,,u)(abc) 
= (abc) + T,(abc) ,u. 
On the other hand, 
(WaVbWc)=((Id+T,,u)a,(Id+T,p)b,(Id+T1p)c) 
=(abc)+((T,abc)+(aT,bc)+(abT,c))p. 
Since (T,, T*)ES(U(E)), we obtain 
W(abc) = < WaVbWa). 
Similarly, 
Therefore we have 
V(abc) = ( VaWbVc). 
( W, J’) = (Id + T, /A Id + Ts) E ff( W)Krp,). 
Also, the converse is proved similarly. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. DED~~ U(E) is equivalent o Id+ DUE Aut U(E),[~,. 
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